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Tina Siebert, REALTOR
REALTOR proudly offering this home listing, and specializing 

in Saint Louis’ Historic Neighborhoods + Walkable Communities

5109 Lakewood Ave   Affton, MO    63123 314-603-8555 Tina.Siebert@CircaSTL.com

Features of this home:

• Close access to the River des Peres Trail 
• Updated kitchen appliances to be 

included in the sale

• Close by tons of great restaurants - 

Sybergs, Fortel's Pizza Den, Tsevis and 
more...

• Natural Gas Grill is perfect for 
entertaining friends and family 

• Washer & Dryer are not included in the 

sale

• Taxes Paid $1,523/yr

• 1,176 sq ft

• Lot size 60’ x 117’

* Square feet & lot size per tax records, not verified

www.5109Lakewood.com for more info and photos

www.5109Lakewood.com

Contact Tina for additional 
details and current pricing 

314-603-8555

Circa 1930 You are going to love this home! All the updates and extras you are 
looking for - open main floor plan (perfect for entertaining), updated kitchen with 
canned lighting, newer appliances, breakfast bar, updated first floor full bath, 
expansive master suite has a bathroom you will LOVE, tons of closet space. The 
back yard has a patio perfect for a hot tub or chimenea. There is also a natural gas 
bbq pit out back. The back and side yards are perfect for a game of washers or bean 
bag toss. The garage is really good sized and ready for 2 cars. The systems are 
almost all from 2006 or newer (as well as the electrical panel) so there is a good 
piece of mind. The roof is also on the newer side. Even thought the kitchen is great 
- this house is close to a lot of great restaurants - Syberg's, The Pasta House, Phil's 
Bar-B-Que, Fortel's Pizza Den, Tsevis Pub, Federhofer's Bakery and much more... 
Not a far distance from parks and the River des Peres Bike Trail.

Search the entire MLS at
Search.CircaSTL.com!Free Search at:

www.CircaSTL.com

Search the MLS  
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 a google map! 
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Floorplan Disclaimer
This floor plan illustration is an approximation of existing structures and features and is provided for convenience only 

with the permission of the seller. This was not drawn by a professional architect and cannot be a substitute for architectural 

drawings. All measurements are approximate and not guaranteed to be exact or to scale. Buyer should confirm measurements 

using their own sources prior to purchasing or writing an offer to purchase. Not for use with appraisal/assessment.

ROOM SIZES
Estimated Dimensions (not guaranteed)

Living Room: 13’ x 13’

Dining room: 14’ x 9’

Kitchen:  14’ x 11’

Master bdr: 38’ x 16’

2nd bdr: 11’ x 11’
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UTILITY AVGS
Averages are based on current owner’s 

usage habits over the last 9-12 months:

Ameren UE: $79

Laclede Gas: $53

Water:  $18

Sewer:  $16

Trash:  $4

Total averaged per month: $170


